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sun is setting, and the air smells like all the local sweet corn is being picked. And, sitting on the
porch of my childhood home, sipping a soda as we wait for the early evening meal, my new

surroundings seem so pleasant. As I sit there reflecting on all of my previous memories of this house,
it begins to strike me again; what happened to all of the servants' quarters. There was once a

veranda, with two large deck chairs and two canary cages. I can remember the yard always being
there and I can remember a swing in that yard. There must have been somewhere to stand in those
yards. I cannot remember the kitchen doors opening. I can remember the window over the sink, but,
for some reason I can not remember if it was just above the sink or if it was also over the stove. I do
not remember the dining room doors opening. I can remember a door off the kitchen that opened

into a hall of some sort, probably the dining room. There was a second bathroom upstairs. I can not
remember, now, if that was down the hall or if it was in the back of the house. I remember one

bathroom downstairs, because that is where all of the guests stayed, and, while I do not remember
the doors opening, I remember the light switches being somewhere near the bathroom. I remember

the bathroom door being the opening point for a long hallway, with a large window at the end. If
memory serves me correctly, that hallway was one of the few places in the house, that was visible to

everyone as they were sitting in the veranda. That hallway was probably as long as the kitchen-
dining room floor was, and I remember climbing two stairs, going up two more flights of stairs, going
across the hall and exiting the house. Perhaps, the hallway was longer than the kitchen-dining room

floor. I always thought there were four or five bedrooms in this house. Now, I find there were
probably three. There was also a large basement. I do not know if that basement had a floor under it,

or if that was the second level. This basement would have been e79caf774b
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